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NOW         
more than ever, we need                     

to recapture our dream and fantasy,                  
in order to cultivate positive thoughts                    

in everyday life and give meaning                    
to moral values : nature,                   

love, ethics,                   
humanity, inventiveness,                   

spirit, understanding.                  
In order to make our life beautiful,                 

let's all put dream and fantasy                
on top of our requirements                

and let's all engrave those              
values in our daily life.              

MANIFESTO
DREAM

TO JOIN
and receive my official

membership card indicating that
I am a supporter of the dream

and fantasy movement.
To sign up :



The Instigator
Hilton McConnico – artist, storyteller, agitator – 

draws on the recipe of this Manifesto for numerous 
companies that are responsive to a clear-cut concept. 

As a  “scenographer of life”, 
his creation generates narrative scenography, 
unusual design objects, expressive graphism,

 mischievous words, architectures playing 
with colour and volume, 

optical e�ects and magical lighting… 
in two words, dream and fantasy.

Hilton McConnico’s philosophy aspires at conceiving 
intimate and uncompromising worlds, 

communicating dreams and arousing new ones. 
For interior architecture, exhibition scenography 
as well as store windows, his objective is to build 

a complete work around objects and spaces, 
giving a predominant position to colour and poetry. 

The design of objects and furniture is the result 
of an altruistic and emotional process. 
The designer's personality is re�ected 

in the illusion he creates and his care for details. 
In creating emotions, he opens wide the door 

to memorization and well-being. 

The artist has recently founded 
his own company, Hilton McConnico Agency, 

integrating his DNA and his creative philosophy,
 located in his house in Bagnolet, close to Paris. 

It is composed of �ve professionals whose complementary 
skills enable them to respond rapidly to clients’ 

and partners’ demands, with accuracy and appropriate means.  
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